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Android fragment dependency

&lt; Back to Our Blog While Android development exists, we've used setContentView to inflate layouts in our Activities classes. And since the introduction of Shards, we've had to replace in CreateView and use a layout inflator to get our visualization from a layout ID. They are so common to write that it is
easy not to think about them too much. At the same time, they feel a bit like boilers, right? Wouldn't it be nice if there was a simpler way to inflate our opinions? I'm happy to say that with some recent updates from the AndroidX library, there's a simpler way. Show me the code! During the development of
AndroidX Fragment 1.1.0 and AndroidX Activity 1.0.0, the type of people on Google added a new way to inflate layouts. To start using them, add the following lines to the dependency block of your build.gradle module-level file: implementation 'androidx.appcompat:appcompat:1.1.0-rc01' // this is required
to use the updated Implementation of AppCompatActivity 'androidx.activity:activity-ktx:ktx:ktx:ktx 1.0.0-rc01' // or remove -ktx if not using kotlin implementation 'androidx.fragment:fragment-ktx:1.0-rc04' // or remove -ktx if not using kotlin Note that these versions are the latest from this writing, but update
them as needed. You can find the latest versions here. These new versions add the ability to pass the layout ID to the activity or fragment base class constructor, and it will handle behind-the-scenes inflation. So instead of something like: MyActivity class : AppCompatActivity() { override fun onCreate
(savedInstanceState: Bundle?) { super.onCreate(savedInstanceState) setContentView(R.layout.my_activity_layout) } // ... } ... instead, you can write: MyActivity class : AppCompatActivity(R.layout.my_activity_layout) { // ... } This works the same way with Fragments as well. Be sure to import AndroidX
Fragments (androidx.fragment.app.Fragment) instead of the framework version (android.app.Fragment). Old way: class MyFragment : Fragment() { override fun onCreateView (inflater: LayoutInflater, container: ViewGroup?, savedInstanceState: Bundle?): View? { return
layoutInflater.inflar(R.layout.my_fragment_layout, container, fake) } // ... } ''' New form: MyFragment class : Fragment(R.layout.my_fragment_layout) { // ... } If the only code that was within the activity onCreate method or the onCreateView Fragment was the layout inflation code (as in the examples above),
then you can completely remove these overridden methods. This is especially useful in Fragments, since you can place any logic for after the visualization is inflated in the onViewCreated method. Wrapping This new way of using layouts won't change the landscape of UI development on Android (I'm
looking at you, Jetpack Compose), but a small step that can save us from writing some extra code while doing our Activities and Fragments, which I can certainly appreciate. Need an introduction to Kotlin? Download our free eBook to learn what this language means for your Android App. Android. the title
says, I'm trying to figure out what is the best way to inject a dependency into a Fragment. I want to be independent of external structures like RoboGuice etc. Now, in the simplest way possible, I have an interface that abstracts some kind of logic, and from an Activity, I want to inject an implementation of
that interface. I know I have to provide a default constructor for my fragment, since the system may need to recreate the fragment at some point, and that the usual way to create a new instance of the fragment is to provide static method that handles creation like this: newInstance() public static fragment {
final bundle package = new Bundle(); ... final fragment fragment = new MyFragment(); fragment.setArguments(package); return fragment; } How can I pass my dependency to the fragment? Should I make it implement the Parcelable or Serializable interfaces and package it in the Bundle? Is there another
way to achieve the result? INSTALL GREPPER FOR CHROME Browse java responses by Framework All Java responses Given an int n variable that has already been declared and initialized to a positive value, use one of the... while looping to print a single line consisting of n asterisks. Do not use
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TreeSet isEmpty() method in java TreeSet iterator() method in java treeset java descending order using the last treeset comparator method() in the lower java TreeSet method() in the java TreeSet method() in the java TreeSet subSet() method in java TreeSet subSet() method in java TreeSet subSet()
method in java TreeSet subSet() method in java TreeSet subSet() method in javaSet TreeSet method in java TreeSet subSet() method in java TreeSet java TreeSet tailSet() method in java trier un tableau de string java trim and split java try block in java try to catch java turn ascii in text javascriot
transforming a phrase for a tutorial java array working with two docker array structures in java two dimensional array in java example java pointer java approach java type typeError : Can't read 'subscribeTo' property of undefined ubuntu java java udp version java file transfer with gui ujava saum of positive
integers Unable to start ServletWebServerApplicationContext due to lack of ServletWebServerFactory bean Unhandled exception: java.lang.InterruptedException uninstall java 11 linux unity how to make a gameobject slowly look at a position Unrecognized option: --version Error: Could not create java
java virtual machine. Error: A fatal exception has occurred. The show's coming out. Unsupported modules Unnoticed java update in ubuntu update value of an arraylist java UPLOAD TEXTFILE USING CYPERTEXT USING JAVA upper en java uppercase java url regular expression usaco 2018 January
contest use Java NetBeans to write code to implement the list [5, 3, 17, 10, 84, 19, 6, 22, 9] in a Max Heap data structure. For each parent node, display the left and right child of the node. use of nested class in java use regex in whether java declaration uses variables in the java interface
UserRedirectRequired: A redirect is required to obtain approval from the spring boot 5 security user using buidfeatures to enable reinforcement using java class using enter java map using java 8 stream to process java data validate java number Validation failed to query for public method java.list empty
java value receive null with method of posting in the java spring controller variable cannot be dereferenced java variable is multiple of 3 variable name in java variable not initialized in the variables ajva 2 python . Bartolome sintes Marco variables java vector in vector length java vetor2 java vertical
traversal de binary tree vs code tab space settings vscode disable formatter on specific part vue input pre initial value w3schools what does&amp;&amp; mean in java wait method in java WARN util. NativeCodeLoader: Unable to load native hadoop library to your platform... using builtin-java classes
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equal method in the class java object what is exception in java what is getService() in java what is graphics color default java what is hello java world what is java plug-in what is method overload and method overlaps in Java? what is the natural order in java what is java polymorphism what is primitive
data type in java What is returned by a producer.send() call in the API A boolean indicating whether the call got the future object Future Unit of the future object what is static setter and getter examples in java which is the best to store passwords in java what is the import to gogga java class what does it
mean when creating final variable in java when super add by java builder when using serializable in java where is java installed in ubuntu Which of the methods called and field accesses (shown in bold underlined) in UseSample.java and Sample.java are legal in Java? while looping in java while looping
java while java loops why are immutable string in java why are there no destructors in java? why java is so verbose because python is slower than java because static variables cannot be serialized in java Why is string popular hashMap key in Java? why use serializable with java beans why do we have
null pointer exception in java windowbuilder borderlayout resize windows height Jmeter java.net.BindException: Address already in use: connect windows menu in java swing ausscahlten without incrementing mvc spring work with java arrays working with buttons in the list of wrap java applet for java
string Write a JAVA method that expands a certain binomial (ax + by)n, n, where integers a, b, n are user entries. For example, if a = 2, b = -12, n = 4 are inserted the method should print or return write a java program to verify that the given number is binary or not write a java program for the fibonacci
series write a java program to revertNumber Write a multiply() method in an Arithmetic class Write a method that converts all strings into a list for its capital lambda that raises a number to a power without using the Math.pow() method to write a program to verify that the character is in lowercase or
uppercase in java Write a program to declare a square array A[][] of order M x M where 'M' is the number of rows and the number of columns , such that M should be greater than 2 and less tham 10. Write a program to enter a user's word and remove consecutive repeated characters by replacing the
repeated string with its only occurrence. Write a simple java balance application that will display rectangle charts as shown in the image below: write an infinite java loop write a java object in a file write code to declare an array that will maintain calendar months (.e. From January to December) java write
data to a javafx GUI file write write file from a specific location in java write file java Write html in file using Java dynamically write in file java write input stream to file java write test cases in java writeToFileAsync java writing to a text file youtube zip file java [ERROR] Error executing Maven.
java.io.FileNotFoundException: The specified user settings file does not exist: /usr/lib/jvm/java-1.8.0-openjdk-amd64 /usr/lib/jvm/java-1.8.0-openjdk-amd64
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